


1890 1990 

Population: 63 million 249 million

Whites: 87% 83%

median age: 22 32

male life expectancy: 46 71

female life expectancy: 48 78

defense expenditure: $67 m. $329 billion 

active duty military: 39,000 2 m.

w/right vote: 27% 76%

percent voting: 75 55







Alder Gulch, Montana Territory (1863)



Helena, Montana Territory





Chinese miners in Idaho operate destructive water cannons used in hydraulic mining.



Hydraulic mining used pressurized water jets to mine gold.  Such techniques, aimed at fast 
profit, devastated the environment.  It clogged rivers with runoff, caused flooding and 

mudslides, and ruined farmland.





Cattle trails

from Texas

(1865-1885)



Moving cattle on the “long drive”
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Cowboys in New Mexico ranch in 1888.  They worked for the Prairie Cattle Co., a British 
corporation that owned 8,000 square miles of land.





Buffalo herd painting (1860s)



Harper’s Weekly engraving shows a buffalo skinner at work in 1874.



Hunters destroyed the great buffalo herds to obtain the hides.



Stacks of buffalo hides in Dodge City, Kansas in 1873.  This one company could handle 80,000 
hides at at time.



Buffalo skulls were 
collected for industrial 
use.  Nearly 2 million 
tons of bones were 
processed.





“Ghost Dancers” (1890)



Aftermath of Wounded Knee incident in 1890.



Vanishing Lands  Once masters of the continent, Native Americans have been squeezed into just 
2 percent of U.S. territory.



Growth of Western Farming



Nebraska sodhouse



“Bonanza” farm



Harvesting wheat on “bonanza” farm



The Gilded Age
(1865-1896)

The Industrialization of America



Population growth, 1860-1900





Telephone operators



Technological advances, the Brooklyn Bridge under construction



Chicago’s stockyards



Swift’s “disassembly line” of meatpacking



Thomas Edison in Menlo Park lab



Andrew Carnegie



Carnegie’s steelmill at Homestead, Pennsylvania



Work inside Carnegie’s steelmill





Pennsylvania oil fields in the 1860s



John D. Rockefeller





Many believed that Rockefeller’s Standard Oil monopoly exercised dangerous power:  here seen 
an octopus threatening Congress, taxpayers, state legislatures and reaching for the White 
House.



This cartoon expresses the widespread concern about the harmful effects of monopolies in the 
late 1800s



What are the necessary downsides to 
rapid industrialization?



The Downside of an 
Industrial World

Labor, Urban Expansion, & 
Environmental Change



Some Americans were offended by the argument that business leaders protected jobs



Factory workers were often subjected to hazardous work conditions.



Factory work at the turn of the century (1900)



Lewis Hine picture of a girl working in a textile mill in South Carolina



Child labor in a North Carolina textile mill in 1900



“Breaker boys” in the coal mines.



“A Tournament of Today -- A Set to Between Labor and Monopoly





Jacob Riis photograph of a courtyard in the Lower East Side.



Jacob Riis’ photograph for How the Other Half Lives (1890)



Jacob Riis photograph of “Street Arabs”, children who roamed the 
tenement district of New York City.



“Homework”



Street life for the urban poor.



Garbage in the streets.



Urban congestion in Chicago in 1890s.



Pittsburgh in the 1890s.  





Paul Bunyan and Babe
Bemidji, Minnesota 



Minnesota Logging



Swift’s “disassembly line” of meatpacking
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How was the rest of the country affected by 
population growth and industrialization?



Triangle Shirtwaist Company (1911)



The Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire.



Watching women jump from the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire.



Progressive Era (1896-1920)

Reaction? Reform? Diversity?







Preservation -vs.- Scientific Conservation 

John Muir - Gifford Pinchot



TR and John Muir



Gifford Pinchot was Roosevelt’s right-hand aide as Chief 
Forester in his campaign for conservation of natural resources



By the second decade of the 20th century is the 
United States ready to become a player on  
the international scene?



Consumer Prices and Farm Product Prices, 1865-1910



U.S. Imperialism

Where oh where did my little republic go?







1895 Cartoon shows Uncle Sam comforting “damsel” Cuba, while 

Spanish misrule and Cuban revolutionaries lay waste to each 

other.



The battleship Maine enters Havana Harbor in 1898.



The battleship Maine after the explosion.



Front page of the 

New York Journal 

the day after the 

Maine sunk



“The Spanish Brute Adds Mutilation to Murder”





The new attire 

for Uncle Sam 

during the age 

of imperialism.



Teddy Roosevelt with the “Roughriders” in Cuba (1898)



Theodore 
Roosevelt





Teddy Roosevelt’s “Big Stick” Diplomacy



“Uncle Sam 

Teaches the Art of 

Self-Government”



“Woodrow Wilson, The 
School Teacher”  A 
commentary on Wilson’s 
diplomacy toward Latin 
American countries.  Notice 
the blackboard message 
and his desire for legitimate 
government.



As the United States established itself as a 
powerful economic, political, and Imperial 
nation in the 19th century, how did the 
public deal with the issues of unregulated 
growth?



World War I  (1914-1918)

The United States Steps Up (Sort of)!





German U-Boats









“Liberty Garden” in the US to support the war effort.



Food Administration poster to support the war effort



Poster urging Americans to can food to 
help support the war effort.



World War I poster designed to 
generate loyalty to the cause.



Liberty bond poster from World 
War I.



Liberty bond poster from World War I

















Collecting anti-war literature during World War I



Trench warfare of the First World War (1914-1918)



“Over the Top”          Trench warfare of the First World War



Combat during the First World War



The confusion behind the 
trenches in France.



Gas masks were standard equipment for US troops.



How did participating in a world war change the 
United States of America; was this change for 
the better?



Era of Paradox:1920s

Part I: Looking Inward in a Time of Prosperity

Isolationism, Economic Imperialism, and Moralism

Part II: Defining a New American Culture

Cultural Liberation, Leisure, Individualism, and 
Consumerism



Anti-Bolshevik cartoon



“Classroom in Proposed 
Bryan University of 
Tennessee”  Anti-Bryan 
cartoon shows professor 
bound and gagged after 
the Scopes trial.

Notice he is teaching that 
the earth is flat and Bryan 
(in portrait) looks on



Klan march on Washington DC



The Klan’s parade in Washington, DC in 1926.



Was this the sentiment of most people?



Era of Paradox:1920s

Part I: Looking Inward in a Time of Prosperity

Isolationism, Economic Imperialism, and Moralism

Part II: Defining a New American Culture

Cultural Liberation, Leisure, Individualism, and 
Consumerism



The changing nature of America



Consumer spending on recreation



The new technology of the 
1920s, electrical applicances.



Thanks to new electrical appliances, the nature of housework changed, but the demands on 
women remained.  An ad for GE appliances.



Example of situational ad that surfaced in the 1920s



Advertising targets women in the 
1920s, touting cigarette smoking 
as a way to keep healthy.



Listerine advertisement in the 
1920s.



1922 shampoo ads.  Notice what the shampoo will do for women.  Notice the swimsuit attire!



1928 ads for Colgate’s shaving cream for men.



Dental hygiene ads in 1925



Early 1920s “educational” ads



Pepsodent 
toothpaste ads.  



The versatile Model T



Henry Ford’s initial “assembly line”



Ford’s assembly line in Detroit.



One day’s production of Model Ts at the Ford’s plant.



Prosperity of the 1920s enabled millions to buy 

automobiles and helped to create traffic jams.



Number of registered cars in America.  It reveals the growing significance of the automobile.



Women’s suffrage protestors outside the White House



“Flappers” symbolized the new woman’s daring -- flouting traditional social and moral restraints.



A 1920s flapper posing beside her roadster



Flappers defined a whole new style of dress and behavior



Judge magazine’s cover 
depiction of a “flapper”



This drawing defines the image of the “flapper” era



Guardian of Morality:  One-piece bathing suits were a sensation in the 
1920s.  Here a check is made to ensure that not too much leg is showing.



Enforcing Prohibition (1920)



Enforcing Prohibition



The problem of bootlegging alcohol.



The “speakeasy”



The “21” Club during Prohibition.  “21” in New York was one of the most famous “speakeasies” 
of the 1920s



The 21st Amendment ended Prohibition in 1933.



Isolationism -vs- Econ Imperialism

Conservatism -vs- Cultural Liberation

Individualism -vs- Consumerism




